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Welcome to the Show

Today will be in 3 parts, first we will look at
the different types of love as defined by
the ancient Greeks, and secondly we will be
focusing on how the different types of love
show up in your life. Finally you are going
to describe your ideal relationship with
your Specific Person ‘SP’

The reason for this is that your relationship
with yourself will dictate your relationships
with others. Lets start by exploring the
seven types of love.

1: Storge: familial / unconditional love

Storge is kinship-based love you likely
experience with family, not friends as it is
unconditional! You may love them but not
like them or love them regardless of the
difficulties you may have experienced with
them. 

This type of love can also be the kind of
love that happens ‘one-way’ like a parent
loves their child yet the transactional
nature of that love will be more one sided
as the child is learning about the world. 
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The Different Types of Love

We can experience Storge in a sense of
supporting a sports team, companies can
play on this for brand loyalty and it can
also manifest in patriotism. 

2: Agápe: empathetic, universal love

Agápe is love for others, a higher power (or
god), society at large and those less
fortunate than you. 

Agápe drives human empathy, compassion
and acts of altruism as it is about loving
and caring for others without expecting
anything in return. This type of love is all
about being selfless in your acts of love,
something we are in deficit of as a society. 

Communities founded on agápe have a
strong chance of survival. Without
awareness of how agápe works, we are at
danger of being exploited by emotional
manipulation!

Equally an influencer giving to charity while
filming themselves for IG is NOT an example
of agápe as they are making it about
themselves. 
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Learning about Love is fun

3: Philia: intimate, soul-bond friendship

Philia is that ‘my soul sees your soul’ bond
of friendship, the strongest friendships are
built on Philia. 

This is also present in deeply connected
relationships where partners are friends as
well as lovers. It is a fundamental bond for
lasting relationships, platonic or non. 

In the phillia situation, all parties want what
is best for each other. We could also call
this a soul-mate connection in some cases! 

4: Pragma: committed, companionship
love

Pragma is a committed, understanding and
long-term focused love. 

Pragma can grow out of ‘Eros’ as a couple
learns to understand, respect and honour
each other differently (if their relationship
was not initially built on Philia!). 

While the stuff great companionships are
made of, Pragma is born of romance! 
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5: Ludus: playful, flirtatious love

Ludus is the stuff crushes are made of. It’s
very non-committal, playful, casual and
without implied long term ‘stuff’. It’s not a
form of ‘non-attachment’ love FYI as ludus is
really about infatuations, flirtation and
‘playing’ so to speak. 

Ludus is pretty common these days yet for
some can wear thin as they wish to go
deeper but as Ludus is a form of love, it
doesn’t mean that love rooted in Ludus is
any less real for that moment in time. 

6: Philautia: self-love

This is what this week is really going to
focus on building a foundation within as we
essentially need to develop without apology! 

Philautia can be seen has having two ‘poles’
the upper pole of the experience is where
you are looking after yourself, treating
yourself, genuinely making sure you are
caring for your physical, emotional, spiritual
and mental wellbeing. 
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The lower pole of the experience is the
foundations of ego based narcissism that
seeks pleasure at the expense of others and
fame for the glorification of self! 

7: Eros: romantic, passionate love

Eros is the classical idea of love - passion,
pleasure, lust. Appreciating your physical
being and presence being driven by
attraction and sexual factors. It’s the aligns
with what we have been lead to believe
completely constitutes romantic love. 

It describes obsession and desire. It is what
we consider as passionate romantic love
between partners. Especially in the ‘early
days’ of being together where everything is
fireworks and love feels like an addiction…

Isn’t it interesting that we have only really
been focused on one type of love yet love
itself is really a mixture of different
aspects? I mean, at least I think it is! 
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I am aware that was A LOT of information,
consider it a reference guide to love.

Let’s break this down by exploring how to
express and experience these different
types of love. It’s important to understand
how each one has shown up for you and as
this is day one, think of this as reflecting on
your experiences of the different types of
love so far! 

Considering what Agape is, how would you
describe your compassion for the world in
general? You can be as specific or as vague
as you like, just consider how you would
make the world a better place if you had
unlimited resources and would get nothing
in return! 

As Storge is the unconditional love shared
between family, how would you describe
your experience of this?

Philia is the soul-bond type of friendship,
can you describe a friendship that you have
like this?
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What is the best example of Pragma, the
companionship love you have seen in your
life?

Has there been a time you had an
experience with Ludus, the playful non-
committal love? 

Consider Eros, the passionate romantic type
of love, what has your experience been of
this? 

Finally, Philutia, self-love. What are the ways
you show yourself love? Spend a bit more
time with this one. Include anything you are
not currently doing but would like to as well. 

Part 3: Your Specific Person

Your ideal relationship with your Specific
Person. The concept of the ‘SP’ is from the
Neville Goddard teachings where you can
use techniques to manifest your SP directly
into your life. 
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What is important to remember here is to
focus on the properties and qualities of your
SP, while you are to be really specific and
detailed, it is wise not to designate this as
an actual person who is walking around with
their own free will! 

Something that can become an issue when
using manifestation and love is that folks
unfortunately get hung up on person X who
is married to or together with person Y. 

My stance is, what is it about person X that
does it for you? Focus on those qualities and
properties to allow yourself to attract the
SP who embodies that and more. 

Remember - manifestation is all about being
in alignment with your intentions and then
the manifestation shows up in it’s own
container! 

Folks miss this part out and unfortunately
end up turning away their SP as it doesn’t
look exactly as they wanted them to! 

Insane isn’t it? 
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We have to think on more energetic lines
rather than aesthetic, let’s hand those
details over to the universe. 

Describe in as much detail how this
relationship would look like.

If you are already with your SP, that is
great, just focus on what it is you want if it
were as close to perfect for you as it could
be! 

Now head over to the task thread and share
your thoughts about exploring the different
types of love today and how they fit into
your life? 

Share your thoughts about Specific Person
and what reflections you have.

I'll see you in the group! 


